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LunaRAX and Mini-RF+ 
 

Radar team: C. Neish, B. Malphrus, S. Byrne 
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Ice has unique radar properties, with high values 
of the circular polarization ratio (CPR = SC/OC) 

Multiple bounce 
backscattering on a rough 

surface randomizes 
polarization (OC ≅ SC) 

MODERATE CPR (~0.5 - 1) 

SAR 

SC = radar with same polarization as transmitted beam 
OC = radar with opposite polarization as transmitted beam 
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Forward scattering in ice 
preserves polarization 

(OC << SC) 

HIGH CPR (> 1) 
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“void” 
“void” 
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Harmon et al., 2011 

N. Pole of 
Mercury 
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HOWEVER, high CPR can also be explained by 
extremely blocky surfaces (CPR = SC/OC) 

Multiple bounce 
backscattering on a rough 

surface randomizes 
polarization (OC ≅ SC) 

MODERATE CPR (~0.5 - 1) 

Blocky surfaces may act as 
corner re!ectors, causing 

double bounce backscatter 
(OC << SC) 

HIGH CPR (> 1) 

SAR SAR 

rough blocky 

SC = radar with same polarization as transmitted beam 
OC = radar with opposite polarization as transmitted beam 
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HOWEVER, high CPR can also be explained by an 
extremely blocky surface (CPR = SC/OC) ra

da
r 

SP Flow in northern Arizona, as 
observed by AIRSAR 

0.0                  CPR                 2.0 
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At a beta angle of zero, high CPR is not a unique 
indicator of water ice. Rough, blocky surfaces can 
also produce CPR > 1. Need a bistatic 
measurement to distinguish between the two 
possibilities. 
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At a beta angle of ~10°, we can distinguish rocky 
surfaces from buried ice. 
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Mini-RF is currently conducting these experiments 

Patterson et al., NLSI, 2013 

phase angle = bistatic angle 
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Permanentaly shadowed regions 

(using LOLA 120 mpp DTM) 
 

85-90 South 85-90 North 
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85-90 South 85-90 North 
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Hidden from the Earth 

(when located at the equator) 
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85-90 South 85-90 North 
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PSRs visible from the Earth 

(when located at the equator) 
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85-90 S 85-90N 

PSR Area 7847 km2 6390km2 

PSR Area Visible 3362km2 2394km2 

%PSR Visible 43% 37% 

Southern visible PSR sections are in big 
contiguous sections whereas northern areas 
are made up of many small fragments 

Summary: 
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s What’s the next step? 
 
•  Mini-RF is limited to one observation a month 

at most.  Need better coverage. 
•  Mini-RF is limited to S-Band (12.6 cm) coverage. 

A P-Band radar could probe deeper deposits of ice. 
•  Not all PSRs are visible from Earth. A two 

spacecraft radar mission would allow us to more 
effectively probe the PSRs. 

 
 

β 
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Option #1: LunaRAX 
 
Transmit P-Band radar from Arecibo, receive at 
‘LunaRAX’, a cubesat based on the RAX design. 
 Lu

na
rR

AX
 

RAX-1 

Speci!cations: 
 
•  Payload: Bistatic radar receiver, 

426-510 MHz 
•  Attitude control: Passive magnetic, 

Three axis gyros 
•  Processing: 8 GB of storage 
•  Power system: Solar panels (8 W), 

Lithium-ion batteries (4.4 Ahr) 
•  Communications: UHF transceiver 
•  Structure: Standard 3U CubeSat 
•  Mass: 2.6 kg 
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Problems: 

1.  Arecibo operates as a pulsed radar to increase 
resolution. Accompanying pulse-processing is too big 
for a CubeSat. 

2.  Hard to point high-gain antennas with a CubeSat. “It’s 
like the tail wagging the dog.” 

3.  A CubeSat like RAX could not receive both 
polarizations at the same time. 

Bottom line: LunaRAX wouldn’t work.  RAX worked 
because it was a lot closer to its transmitter and required a 
lot lower resolution. 

Lu
na

RA
X 
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Option #2: Mini-RF+ 
 

Transmit S-Band radar from one spacecraft and 
receive at a second spacecraft (could be LRO). 
 
 M

in
i-R

F+
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Option #2: Mini-RF+ 
 
Pros: 
•  It would actually work! 
•  Better coverage of PSRs 
•  Better resolution 
 
Cons: 
•  Some areas already covered by Mini-RF 
•  Likely to be more expensive (microsat range) 
 
QUESTION:  How much would it cost to !y LRO if it 
were only supporting Mini-RF at S-Band alone? 
 
Speci"cations: 150 W / 15 kg / 1 m2 

M
in

i-R
F+
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Fig. 1. Six snapshot images made in the depolarized or
SS mode. The images are labeled with the Mars longi-
tude of the sub-Earth point and are roughly 1 hour or
15° in longitude apart. Each image is a 12-min exposure.

All of the major radar features identified on the
martian surface that were consistently stronger
than their environs are listed in Table 1. The
remainder of the observed surface did not display
echoes greater than 0.25 millijansky per beam [1
jansky (Jy) = 10-26 W m-2 Hz-]. We have
named each feature, which is usually the standard
name of the nearby visual feature. All of the
features with strong radar echoes except the south
feature are in the Tharsis volcanic region (9). It is
important to note that we did not adequately
observe the Elysium complex or the Hellas basin.
A radio telescope such as the VLA measures the

flux density of point sources, usually expressed in
janskys, or the source surface brightness in jansky
per beam for spatially resolved sources where
"beam" means the solid angle of the synthesized
beam. The pixels in the images are 0.20 arc sec and
the synthesized beam diameter is 0.5 arc sec. The second column in
Table 1 lists the peak radar brightness in the feature and its
root-mean-square (rms) value obtained from averaging the brightest
pixel of the feature over the ensemble of snapshot maps. The last
column lists the extent of the feature or the rms wander of the
brightest pixel over the ensemble average of the feature. A north-
south extent of about 80 km means that the wander of the bright
pixel was about one pixel. The east-west resolution is apparently
larger as a result of the 12-min smear in each image in addition to
the real extent of the feature. The data of Table 1 suggest that only
the RSPIC, South Tharsis, and Olympus Mons features were
resolved by the beam. "Stealth" (Table 1) is a special case where no
return was detected over a huge region on the equator. It extends
from the west flank of the Tharsis volcanoes into Mesogaea, far to
the west. The last line of the table shows the mean depolarized
response of Mars averaged over the visible disk; the average is
calculated for an observed falloff with incidence angle proportional
to cosine of the angle. The data show that the features (except
Stealth) are significantly stronger than all surrounding terrain.
The expected return from a surface element can be computed

from a knowledge of the radar parameters (4) and the ephemeris of
Mars (5). If the power transmitted at wavelength X is Pt. the echo
power in a synthesized beam solid angle is (in watts per beam)

PtAtArlb
41rX2D2 ()() (1)

where X is the surface reflectivity, which is generally a function ofthe
incidence angle 0, £1b is the solid angle of the beam, A, and Ar are
the effective areas of the transmitting and receiving antennas, and D
is the distance to Mars. The flux density in a beam solid angle or the
radar brightness is Pr divided by Ar and the effective bandwidth of
the receiver, in this case the spectral channel width. Putting in the
radar and ephemeris parameters, we find that the radar brightness is

Fr = 1.89n(6) Jy/beam (2)
which can be used to compare the measured values in Table 1. The
agreement ofEq. 2 with r = 1.0 and the mean reflectivity ofRSPIC
is remarkable; the cap is essentially a perfect radar reflector. A surface
that scatters uniformly into 4+ stercadians without absorption has
this property. The reflectivity of the south cap remained nearly
constant over the experiment, as is consistent with the constant

27 SEPTEMBER 1991

incidence angle of the pole of 66.20. Although the OS images of the
RSPIC are strongly corrupted by grating lobes, we can say with
confidence that the SS reflectivity is greater than the OS reflectivity;
this conclusion is consistent with other radar measurements of cold
ice on Europa, Ganymede, and Callisto (10). The south polar ice cap
waxes and wanes throughout the martian seasons but never vanish-
es, and a residual cap persists throughout the southern summer (11).
The RSPIC is thought to be composed primarily ofCO2 because the
measured temperature apparently remains at ~148 K, that is, below
the CO2 frost temperature, and the cap frost remains in equilibrium
with the CO2 atmosphere (12). The cap is, of course, sufficiently cold
to hold H20 and it may also be a major reservoir of water.

Residual south polar ice cap. Our measurements of the RSPIC
indicates that it acts like a deep diffuse scatterer at the radar
wavelength. Such a structure exhibits multiple scattering with a
strong tendency toward backscattering. Chandrasekhar (13) has
obtained the exact solution of the radiative transfer problem for the
reflection from a plane parallel isotropic scattering medium that is
infinitely deep with randomly polarized radiation incident from
above. Our radar illumination was RCP, and the radiation reflected
from the top of the structure, if the scattering was strictly isotropic,
may have contained slightly more LCP than RCP, proportional to
the amount ofthe radiation that is single-scattered from the medium
(7, 13). This amount is small for highly reflecting multiple scatterers
considered here. However, Chandrasekhar's result would apparently
be approximately correct for the depolarized reflected flux after a
factor of 1/2 is introduced to account for our measurement of a
single reflected polarization sensed by the VLA receivers. The
resulting expression for the brightness is (in jansky's per beam)

O'PtAtQ bH(g)2
16rrX2D2BW (3)

where H(p.) are the H functions tabulated in (13), . = cosO, and w
is the single scattering albedo of the medium, that is, the ratio ofthe
scattering to the extinction coefficients. Curves from Eq. 3 for four
values of w are shown in Fig. 2. We also show our measurement of
the peak brightness of the RSPIC (Table 1) where we have
augmented the rms error by our estimate of the total radar system
error (4). This work suggests that the cap is indeed a deep, nearly
isotropic scattering medium and that w - 1.0, corresponding to a
conservative scattering medium. Pure ices ofCO2 and H20 at these
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Phoenix 
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SHARAD on the Moon? 


